
NEW IN Japanese cosmetology!

An anti-aging face mask 

using the latest Japanese 

nanotechnology!

Using natural coconut!

High degree of safety!

All components are 

used in pharmacology!

Very effectively  

moisturizes 

and nourishes 

a face skin!

Contains of 

HGH-

ingredients 

human’s stem 

cell!

The maximum 

effect is 

achieved in 40 

minutes!

For one time use only (liquid 

cosmetic solution 25ml)



NEW IN JAPANESE COSMETOLOGY! DRY TYPE BIO CELLULOSE 
MASK AND ITS MAGICAL EFFECT ON THE SKIN!

Regular mask Dry type mask

For comparison, on the left is

shown the thickness of a regular

mask and a dry mask, which is 4

times thinner!

On the right is a dry-type mask

on the skin.

SAFETY AND RELIABILITY: Hypoallergenic for the skin, all ingredients are also

used in pharmacology.

DENSE COSMETIC ESSENCE: Contains of human stem cells and HGH-ingredients. The

water absorption is 31 times stronger than conventional

wet masks.

HIGH ADHESION AND STRONG 

HYDRATION:

The thickness of the mask is 4 times thinner than the

usual wet one.

A very thin layer tightly and reliably adheres to the

skin, penetrates into the stratum corneum.

Carefully selected cosmetic ingredients to improve hydration and skin care:

HUMAN STEM CELLS:

The large amount of cytokines contained in

stem cells triggers a reproductive reaction,

which becomes a signal for the cells to repair

themselves and thereby restore healthy skin.

Stem cells are also mentioned in the media as

an ingredient that can be expected to provide

strong skin rejuvenation.

These are the most effective anti-aging

cosmetics to date!

HGH-INGREDIENT:

Like EGF and FGF, the advanced GF ingredient contains many “super-amino acids” (180

or more) with the same number of amino acid bonds that activate growth factors. HGH-

ingredients are referred to as the "fountain of youth" or store of health, as they trigger

the mechanisms of tissue repair and regeneration.



PLACENTA

Expect beautiful, smooth, firm and transparent skin!

HYALURONIC 

ACID CERAMIDE ALOE VERA

Effect of placenta: effective in preventing the appearance or lightening spots, removing active enzymes,

providing anti-inflammatory, stimulating blood circulation, which in turn enhances metabolism, improving the

general condition of the skin.

Effect of hyaluronic acid: it is a cosmetic ingredient with a high moisturizing ability, it is the basis of skin

care, prevents and reduces the appearance of fine wrinkles, supports the barrier functions of the skin.

Effect of ceramides: prevents the appearance of spots, wrinkles and rough skin due to the moisturizing

effect, enhances the barrier function, protects the skin from wilting and stress, inhibits the transport of

moisture.

Effect of aloe vera: has excellent moisturizing, antiseptic and antibacterial action, softens rough skin and

gives it elasticity.

Method of use: Apply the mask to a thoroughly washed face.
Bio Cellulose Mask

Bio Cellulose Mask

Remove one of the mesh 

protecting the mask.
Match the mask with your 

eyes, nose and mouth.

Carefully remove the mesh 

from the top.

* The illustration below is colored 

red for ease of understanding.

Leave the mask on for 30-

40 minutes, then remove 

the mask layer. Massage 

your face with the essence 

remaining on the skin with 

gentle light movements. 

Then you can use regular 

skin care products.

Enlarged image of mask layers

Bio Cellulose Mask

Protective layer

Protective layer

• The mask is located between two protective layers.

• Before use, remove one of the protective layers, after fixing on 

the face, remove the remaining layer of protection.

PRECAUTIONS FOR USE:

• Before using, make sure that there are no 

abnormalities on your face (large moles, warts, 

cuts, burn marks).

• Discontinue use immediately if you feel any 

discomfort to your skin. 

• In case of contact with eyes, rinse immediately with

water without rubbing.

• Reuse of the mask is not allowed.

• In case of skin irritation, redness or itching after using the mask, discontinue use immediately and consult a

dermatologist.

• Do not use the mask for longer than written in the instructions. Don't sleep with a mask on your face. Do not wet

with water.


